
Modal Logi and Temporal Constraint NetworksUlrih EndrissDepartment of Computer Siene, King's College London,Strand, London WC2R 2LS, United KingdomEmail: endriss�ds.kl.a.ukIntrodution. Desription logis nowadays are widely regarded as the familyof formal knowledge representation languages. Temporal desription logis aimat extending these languages to allow also for some kind of dynami knowledgerepresentation, that is, the modelling of situations that are or may be timedependent. Despite the fat that a number of temporal desription logis havebeen proposed in the past, as yet no standards have emerged and appliationdevelopers are still asking for improvements.Our researh aims to ontribute to this objetive. The desription logi inmind will based on MLTCN , a new modal logi of time intervals, whose syntaxand semantis we are going to briey introdue here.Temporal onstraint networks. We start by de�ning the notion of (quali-tative) temporal onstraint networks. A time interval i ould lie before anotherinterval j or it ould be during j, and so on. There are 13 (mutually exlu-sive) interval relations of this kind, often referred to as Allen relations, due toAllen's inuential paper [1℄. We shall refer to the set of these 13 basi relationsas R = fequals ; before ; after ; : : :g.Given intervals i and j a temporal onstraint (i; j) : R with R � R determinesi and j as being related via one of the basi interval relations in R. A temporalonstraint network (TCN) over a set of intervals I is a set of temporal onstraintsontaining exatly one onstraint per pair of intervals over I . Constraints notspei�ally mentioned are by default assumed to be the full set R. A onstraint(i; j) : R is alled satis�ed by a TCN T i� [(i; j) : R0℄ 2 T with R0 � R. Asingleton labelling for a TCN T is a speialisation of T where eah and everyedge between two intervals is labelled with exatly one basi relation.A TCN T over a set of intervals I is alled onsistent i� it has a singletonlabelling for whih the endpoints of all intervals in I an be ordered in suh away that every onstraint in T is satis�ed. Please note that we refer to endpointsof intervals only for this very purpose: the de�nition of onsisteny of a TCN.Assertions expressed in the logi that we shall de�ne in the sequel will only referto intervals, not points.Syntax. We are going to de�ne the logiMLTCN as a multi-modal logi based onframes that are temporal onstraint networks. The set of well-formed formulasis the smallest set suh that:1. propositional letters, >, and ? are formulas;2. if ' is a formula so is :';



3. if ' and  are formulas so are ' ^  , ' _  , and '!  ; and4. if ' is a formula and R � R then also [R℄' and hRi' are formulas.Semantis. An interval frame is a pair F = (I; T ) where I is a non-empty set(of intervals) and T is a temporal onstraint network over I that is a onsistentsingleton labelling.A model is a pair M = (F ; V ) where F = (I; T ) is an interval frame andV is a valuation, that is a mapping from propositional letters to subsets of I ,with i 2 V (P ) i� j 2 V (P ) for every propositional letter P whenever [(i; j) :fequalsg℄ 2 T . Informally, we think of V (P ) as the set of intervals at whih theatomi proposition P holds.We extend this notion to general formulas as follows. Let i 2 I be an intervalin a model M = (I; T; V ). We indutively de�ne a formula ' being satis�ed inM at i as follows:1. M; i j= P i� i 2 V (P ) for propositional letters P ;2. M; i j= > for all i;3. M; i j= :' i� not M; i j= ';4. M; i j= ' _  i� M; i j= ' or M; i j=  ;5. M; i j= [R℄' i� M; j j= ' for all j with (i; j) : R being satis�ed by T .The semantis of the other operators an be inferred from the following equiv-alenes: ? � :>, ' ^  � :(:' _ : ), '!  � :' _  , and hRi' � :[R℄:'.An assertion i : ' is true (or satis�ed) in a modelM i�M; i j= ' holds. A setof onstraints and assertions is alled onsistent i� there exists a model in whihthey are all true. A formula ' is said to be globally true inM (writeM j= ') i�it is satis�ed at every interval inM. Suh formulas are also alled global axioms.Consisteny as de�ned here orresponds losely to onsisteny of the assertionalomponent of a desription logis based knowledge representation system. If weadd global axioms this orresponds to heking onsisteny in desription logiswith respet to a terminology. Investigations into a dedution system for ourlogi are urrently underway.Related work. MLTCN is losely related to HS , the modal logi of time inter-vals proposed by Halpern and Shoham [2℄, but there are some important di�er-enes in the de�nition of the semantis for these logis. Instead of introduing thenotion of temporal onstraint networks and onstruting an interpretation of HSformulas of top of it, Halpern and Shoham interpret formulas diretly over pairsof interval-endpoints, whih are elements of some underlying temporal struture,like, for example, the real numbers.Referenes1. J. F. Allen. Maintaining knowledge about temporal intervals. Communiations ofthe ACM, 26(11):832{843, November 1983.2. J. Y. Halpern and Y. Shoham. A propositional modal logi of time intervals. Journalof the ACM, 38(4):935{962, 1991.


